
Founders4Schools says a resounding THANK YOU to Business Leaders who 

Make A Difference to their Communities every day.  

● Over 8,000 hours volunteered by 1,500 inspiring business leaders. 

● 370,000 student-employer encounters transform the employ-ability of young people. 

● Connections help students understand the jobs they may hold or create in the future. 

 

LONDON, UK – 15th June, 2018: Leading Gov-tech education charity Founders4Schools (F4S), whose             

mission is to connect inspiring business leaders with educators, has called out on their website those                

business leaders who are making the most difference in their local community by connecting with               

and speaking in schools.  

 

A series of Insight reports have been launched on founders4schools.org.uk/insights to acknowledge            

and celebrate the contribution made by 1,500 business leaders who have been invited into schools               

by over 600 teachers. Between them, they have given over 8,000 hours to talk young people about                 

career opportunities in their local area.  

 

Over 130,000 students have been reached, many in disadvantaged areas, with an average of over 2.7                

encounters per pupil. In the most forward-thinking regions, like Stirling in Scotland and Camden,              

London, student-employer encounters (SEE’s) have reached as high as 7.  

 

Research in 2017 by the CBI showed educational attainment is a fundamental building block for               
1

regional economic prosperity, but many leave school unprepared for the transition to the world of               

work. Analysis shows a link between a higher proportion of firms which offered work experience               

placement and productivity in the LEP region.  

F4S cleverly tracks connections made between schools and businesses in their local communities.             

Insight Reports showcase connections created by Local Enterprise Partnerships, Parliamentary          

Constituencies, Local Authorities, individual schools and the many hundreds of Partners within the             

F4S network.  

The data is broken down to show reports for local communities and the top six companies that are                  

contributing most to youth employability in the region are highlighted. Companies like Merryns LLP              

in London, L & P Chess Ltd in Cambridge and Greater Peterborough, Westerly Recruitment              

1 CBI (2017) Unlocking Regional Growth: Understanding the Drivers of Productivity across the UK’s Regions and 
Nations.  

http://founders4schools.org.uk/insights


Consultants Ltd in the North East, Kerax Ltd in Manchester and IQOR Global Services UK Ltd in                 

Stirling. 

 

 

 

Sherry Coutu, CBE, Chair of Founders4Schools said: “We are delighted to showcase the brilliant              

business leaders who give so much by going into schools and helping young people discover their                

future career paths. We know this makes a difference to their prospects and helps local employers                

attract the talent they need to grow. 

“We love that we are building communities together, up and down the country. They really are                

changing the world.”  

To join world-leading companies like Barclays, Goldman Sachs, KPMG, Salesforce and Microsoft in             

helping to improve the employability of young people, sign up at founders4schools.org.uk. 

 

ENDS 

Social:  

1. F4S launches Insight Reports to acknowledge and celebrate the contribution made by 1,500             

business leaders invited into schools by over 600 teachers.  



2. F4S celebrate business leaders who have created more than 360,000 student-employer           

encounters to improve the employ-ability of young people.  

3. We hope by publishing this data and showcasing the greatest contributors, we can             

encourage more business leaders to sign up. 

 


